Quick Questions
1. Why do you think that the advert starts with
a question?
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Have you ever dreamt about riding in a rocket
14 and flying to the Moon?
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Well, Marvellous Moon Tours could now make your
dreams come true! For the tiny price of thirteen
thousand pounds, you can book your place on a
shuttle and become a real-life astronaut!
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Before your space trip, you will need to take part
in an exciting week of astronaut training. Then,
it is time to fasten your seatbelts for your once in
a lifetime journey into outer space!

90 Look at our website and book your space holiday
91 today!

2. How much does a Moon tour cost?
								
3. Why do people who book a Moon tour have
to do a week of training?
									
								
					
				
4. Would you like to book a Moon tour?
									
								
					
				

Answers
1. Why do you think that the advert starts with
a question?
To try and get people interested
in flying to the Moon.
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Well, Marvellous Moon Tours could now make your
dreams come true! For the tiny price of thirteen
thousand pounds, you can book your place on a
shuttle and become a real-life astronaut!
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Before your space trip, you will need to take part
in an exciting week of astronaut training. Then,
it is time to fasten your seatbelts for your once in
a lifetime journey into outer space!

90 Look at our website and book your space holiday
91 today!

2. How much does a Moon tour cost?
Thirteen thousand pounds.
3. Why do people who book a Moon tour have
to do a week of training?
People have to do training to become
an astronaut so that they know what
to do when they go into space.
4. Would you like to book a Moon tour?
Accept any sensible answer with
reasoning from the text, e.g. Yes,
because I’d be a real-life astronaut
or No, because it is too expensive.

